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A ‘Different’ Company

PSDA member Digital Marketing Services strives to provide creative solutions for its customers while
fostering mutual trust and respect.
By Alexa Schlosser

C

orey Spann wanted his
company to be “different.” He
wanted to deliver high-quality,
fairly priced printed products,
of course, but he also wanted to focus
on creating a tight bond of trust and
respect in his business relationships. In
2001, Spann founded Digital Marketing
Services. The company, Spann said,
“holds to a belief that a fundamental
component of every product is the
integrity of its maker.” With that in mind,
Digital Marketing Services takes itself
and the industry seriously, operating with
“effective governance and high standards
of ethical behavior.”

also provides marketing services such
as design, concept creation, company
branding, advertising and video editing.

A Journey of Steps

According to Spann, the company’s
strong ethics are “proven by a very
strong customer brand loyalty to Digital
— most of whom have been with us
from Digital’s inception.” So how does
Digital Marketing Services embody
ethical behavior?

In 1994, Spann began working for a
manufacturing company in its print and
marketing department. He worked hard
to develop his marketing and design
skills and expand his knowledge of the
industry. That knowledge provided
the spark that would lead to “higher
level management” opportunities and,
eventually, the founding of Digital
Marketing Services, Spann said.
Six years after founding the company, in
2007, the company hired Spann’s father,
Jim, a man with 35 years of industry
experience. Digital Marketing Services
already had a strong product line; the
hiring of Jim strengthened that line and
helped push the company further into
different arenas.
Digital Marketing Services, based in
Oldsmar, Fla., while not a direct print
manufacturer, offers printing services
such as process and spot color printing,
continuous forms, label products,
catalogs/magazines, security documents,
barcoded products, company marketing
materials, multipart forms, brochures,
and short and long run printing. It
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An Emphasis on Ethics
It’s clear from Digital Marketing Services’
mission statement and website (www.
digitalmarketing1.com) that the company
puts an emphasis on ethics. After all,
ethical behavior builds trust and respect,
and trust and respect are what the
company was founded upon. For Digital
Marketing Services, these are more than
lofty ideals. The company makes its
mission known, and it’s very evident the
company means what it says.

“We look for
the best way
to achieve our
clients’ goals
while balancing
budgetary
constraints.”
Corey Spann,
President, Digital
Marketing Services

For one, “[Digital Marketing Services
is] not a high-pressure sales company.
We look for the best way to achieve our
clients’ goals while balancing budgetary
constraints,” he said. Additionally, the
company works to expose “fraudulent
print scam activities, which take
advantage of not only manufacturers, but
resellers as well.”
The company has a dedicated page on its
website that lists common commercial
printing scams and explains how to
recognize them, how they work and
what to do about them. Currently on
the website is a list of email addresses
associated with a scam called the print
quotation scam. From the site: “This
information is provided to assist printing
companies to protect themselves from
scams by being able to quickly identify
suspicious email addresses and common
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Threat.” The company also
created a website for the book,
www.imminent-threat.net. If the president
of a print and marketing services
company can write and publish a novel
on international espionage, imagine what
the company could do for its clients.

Past Recognition,
Future Plans
Despite being a relatively young company,
Digital Marketing Services has achieved
several accolades in the past few years.
The company was a 2009 PEAK Grand
Award Winner in the Commercial
Printing – Kits category, along with The
Flesh Company and PAR.

Digital Marketing Services published company
President Corey Spann’s 316-page novel
“Imminent Threat.” The company also created a
website for the book, www.imminent-threat.net.

names used in seeking quotations for
non-genuine printing jobs.”

A Process of Creativity
Digital Marketing Services has a steadfast,
three-phase process for any project the
company handles: 1) determine client
needs; 2) provide a solution based on
budget, ROI and feasibility; and 3) offer
competitive quoting. While it may seem
cold and impersonal, it is anything but.
Within — and because of — those three
established steps, Digital Marketing
Services is able to confidently and
creatively guide each client through a
variety of projects. “Processes” by design
are mechanical and detached, but behind
Digital Marketing Services’ process
are caring experts focused wholly on
their customers.
Digital Marketing Services offers printing
services such as process and spot color
printing, continuous forms, label products,
catalogs/magazines, security documents,
specialty printing, brochures and more. It also
provides marketing services such as graphic
design, concept creation, company branding,
advertising and video editing.
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The company is at no loss for examples of
its creativity. A quick look at its website
shows a large portfolio of interesting
projects that range from brochures
to websites and video trailers. Digital
Marketing Services even published
Spann’s 316-page novel, “Imminent

The company was also the 2012 recipient
of the Royal S. Flesh Memorial Award,
which is awarded to non-PSDA member
distributors every year by Strategic
Print Alliance. Strategic Print Alliance
established the Flesh Memorial Award in
2010 in memory of Royal (Scud) Flesh,
who was a founding member of what is
now PSDA. Through this award, Digital
Marketing Services received funds for the
first year of membership dues in PSDA.
If there’s one thing PSDA members know
well, it’s that evolution is necessary in this
industry. Although Digital Marketing
Services has been with PSDA for less than
a year, the company fully embodies what
it means to be a member. Spann said: “We
have adopted the United States Marine
Corps philosophy of ‘Improvise, Adapt
and Overcome,’ working exceptionally
hard to contain our costs through
streamlining, and closely working with
vendors and clients to help minimize the
overall impact to their operations.”
For more information on Digital
Marketing Services, visit the company’s
website at www.digitalmarketing1.com. PS
Alexa Schlosser is managing editor of
Print Solutions. Know of a PSDA member
company that should be featured in
a future PSDA Profile? Contact her at
aschlosser@psda.org.

